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Systemic change

• FACTORS CAUSING
RETRENCHMENT
• CASE STUDY ON THE
CORPORATE DEVELOPMENT
CENTRE
• LESSONS LEARNT

Various Developments Can Prompt An Organizational Re-Think

MERGER

ACQUISITION
CHANGE OF
BUSINESS MODEL

SHORTER BUSINESS
CYCLES
RIGHTSIZING
LOSS OF TENDER
OR CONTRACT

25% of jobs in the US are at high risk of displacement from automation
40% of tasks can be automated with current technologies in the US

McKinsey Global Institute: By 2030, AI and automation
could replace 30% of the world’s current workforce.

INDUSTRY
4.0

Robot automation
will take 800 million jobs by 2020. It
will then require 375million people
to switch jobs (McKinsey Global
Institute)

AUTOMATION

Automation at Malaysia’s Top Glove, the world’s largest glove maker,
resulted in 2000 job losses in 2019

And over 200 million manufacturing
jobs
Source: Business-Review EU

Organisations Restructure to Survive in a Turbulent World

South Korea in 1997/8 and 2015 –economic downturn
Global downturns have hit E&E and IT sectors badly

Global supply chain disruptions

PC maker HP to cut up to 9,000 jobs
in restructuring push
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/business/hp-jobs-cutrestructuring-retrench-11968830 (4/10/19)

MALAYSIA

HSBC seeks to retrench
up to 10,000 more
employees: Financial
Times 2019-10-07
2016

Resulting impact on staff
employment is inevitable:
VSS, early retirement,
retrenchment

Reemployment is imperative in an ageing society
• By 2050 25% in Asia-Pacific will
be over 60 years
• Fertility rate is declining in the
developed world
• 0.98% in South Korea

Live to 90 years by 2030

Proportion of total population aged 60 and over in 2016 and 2050
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Organisations Have a Higher Responsibility
An exit event (restructuring, downsizing) affects on average, 5 people per exited employee

For those who are retired early or retrenched, transition support is
required:
• reskilling and
• support for reemployment

People can’t do it by themselves quickly !

Transitioning Is Emotionally Taxing
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POINT

Shock
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Healing

RESPONSE

Successes
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POINT

Anger

Why me?

Support

New opportunities

I just want
things back to
how they were

Rejection

Acceptance

I can’t believe it

TIME & SUPPORT

Adapted: Corporate Development Centre, 2019

Transition Support Is Not (Just) About Another Job
Outplacement:
Provision of a
new job only
Transition:
Addressing the
underlying
psychological,
social, emotional
issues and beliefs
so that exiters’
energy remains
buoyant

Adapted: Corporate Development Centre, 2019

• Total restructuring and
investment funding of up to
RM6 bn on a staggered basis,
subject to fulfilment of strict
conditions
• Reduce net gearing to a target
of 100 – 125%.

Consolidate core
operations and
headquarters at KLIA
• One of the conditions of the
MAS Recovery Plan is for MAS
to move its HQ and principal
operations from Subang to KLIA.
• This will improve working
conditions and signify a new
beginning under New MAS

Reset the operating
business model
• Continuation of network
rationalisation - principally
regionally-focused.
• Envisaged to result in a lower
cost structure based on
competitive work practices
• A renewed focus on revenue
yield management.
Strengthen assurance,
integrity and safety
functions

Continuous
communication and
stakeholder engagement

• Strengthen of key control and
operational systems.
• The creation of a Governance
and Ethics Board Committee.
• The voluntary adoption of the
Enhanced IOSA*.

• Regular engagement with
external stakeholders.
• Periodic public accountability
briefings

Review and, where
appropriate, renegotiate
supply contracts

Appropriate Government
support on key initiatives

• New MAS will honour all
properly benchmarked contracts
under OldCo.
• Renegotiate supply and other
contracts based on market
norms and benchmarks.

• Enactment of appropriate
enabling legislation to facilitate
the restructuring (“MAS Act”)
• The establishment of an Aviation
Commission

Reskilling, job creation
and redeployment
• Invest in a Corporate Reskilling
Centre, to reskill appropriate
MAS Staff that did not migrate.
• Carry out a reskilling and
deployment programme

Adapted: CDC, 2019

Funding of up to RM6bn
and a reduction of net
gearing to c. 120%

OPERATING BUSINESS MODEL

Creation of a new legal
entity to house New
MAS, delist and relist
• Delist MAS by end of 2014.
• Migrate relevant operations,
assets and liabilities of OldCo to
New MAS by 1 July 2015.
• Target to return to profitability
within 3 years, upon which
consider a sell-down to strategic
buyers

Right-size the workforce to
an estimated 14,000
employees at NewCo
• NewCo will require a work force of
approximately 14,000.
• Net reduction of 6,000 (or 30%)
from the current 20,000 employees
at OldCo.
• Khazanah is committed that the
process is conducted with utmost
care

Strengthen industrial
relations and internal
alignment
• Significant improved
industrial relations.
• An enhanced Employee
Consultative Panel to better
align staff, unions and
management

Strengthen leadership
• Board of OldCo will continue
over the same period until
further notice.
• Strengthen the Board, top
management and especially
middle management – the top
500.
• Infusion of globally sourced
aviation specialists

LEADERSHIP AND HUMAN
CAPITAL

Corporate
Development
Centre

REGULATORY AND ENABLING
ENVIRONMENT

100%
ownership

GOVERNANCE AND FINANCIAL
FRAMEWORK

The Malaysian Airlines Retrenched 6,000 employees in 2015
The MAS Recovery Plan (MRP) through an act of partliament

Retrenchment at the Malaysian Airlines in 2015
• 6,000 retrenched out of a total workforce of 30,000
• CDC provided transition support
• RESULT: 63% reemployed; 32% - went into business; 5% took early
retirement
• Overall satisfaction rate 91%

How did they do it?

How did CDC do it?
• Outplacement services
• Provision of office space and a list of relevant contacts to find a new
job
• Counselling and training programmes for reskilling and upskilling
• Arranging job interviews and preparing them for these interviews
• Personalised CDC services to suit the needs of the retrenched
• The services were fully funded from public funds and therefore free

CDC combined the roles of:

of an employment agency

a training institute

a counselling centre

And an outplacement provider

CDC offered transition support to help individuals move on to their next professional phase of life

How did CDC do it?
• 60 trainers and counsellors nationwide
• Operates its own training centre and leverages on other skills development
centres
• Offers over 400 training programmes that are relevant across many
industries
• Entrepreneurship
• Engineering
• Marketing and information technology
• Writing business plan
• Financial management
• Computer literacy
• Communication skills
• CV writing and
• Personal grooming.

CDC took a longer term view
CDC delivered high quality by playing the ‘Long Game’.

IV. Ensuring each Exiter landed
well

III. Assistance with Market Re-Entry
II. Improving Market Readiness

I. Exploring Next Step Options
Adapted: CDC, 2019

CDC’s Guiding Principles
Provide hope…
…and restore confidence.

2018: 7 in 10 retrenched workers in
Singapore helped by taskforce found jobs
within 6 months

CDC support freed up
companies to focus on
rebuilding their business and
reskilling their remaining talent
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Lessons Learnt
from the
Retrenchment
Exercise

•1

JPA WILL TAKE THE LEAD IN THE REVIEW OF

•2
•3

HE EXISTING SYSTEM AND DEVELOPMENT OF
A NEW KPI SYSTEM

Transition support is
essential

Need for a dedicated transition support
centre
OF A NEW KPI SYSTEM
JPA WILL TAKE THE LEAD IN THE REVIEW OF
Employers should be
educated on responsible
retrenchment
• Our workforce needs to know that
employers are empathetic to the
retrenched
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•4

Workers to embrace disruptions with the right
attitude to reinvent themselves to be relevant

